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Thermal fluctuations of nanomagnets driven by spin-polarized currents are treated via the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation as 
generalized to include both the random thermal noise field and Slonczewski spin-transfer torque (STT) terms. The magnetization 
reversal time of such a nanomagnet is then evaluated for wide ranges of damping by using a method which generalizes the solution of 
the so-called Kramers turnover problem for mechanical Brownian particles thereby bridging the very low damping (VLD) and 
intermediate damping (ID) Kramers escape rates, to the analogous magnetic turnover problem. The reversal time is then evaluated for 
a nanomagnet with the free energy density given in the standard form of superimposed easy-plane and in-plane easy-axis anisotropies 
with the dc bias field along the easy axis. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
ue to the spin-transfer torque (STT) effect [1-6], the 
magnetization of a nanoscale ferromagnet may be altered 
by spin-polarized currents. This phenomenon occurs because 
an electric current with spin polarization in a ferromagnet has 
an associated flow of angular momentum [3,7] thereby 
exerting a macroscopic spin torque. The phenomenon is the 
origin of the novel subject of spintronics [7,8], i.e., current-
induced control over magnetic nanostructures. Common 
applications are very high-speed current-induced 
magnetization switching by (a) reversing the orientation of 
magnetic bits [3,9] and (b) using spin polarized currents to 
control steady state microwave oscillations [9]. This is 
accomplished via the steady state magnetization precession 
due to STT representing the conversion of DC input into an 
AC output voltage [3]. Unfortunately, thermal fluctuations 
cannot now be ignored due to the nanometric size of STT 
devices, e.g., leading to mainly noise-induced switching at 
currents far less than the critical switching current without 
noise [10] as corroborated by experiments (e.g., [11]) 
demonstrating that STT near room temperature significantly 
alters thermally activated switching processes. These now 
exhibit a pronounced dependence on both material and 
geometrical parameters. Consequently, an accurate account of 
STT switching effects at finite temperatures is necessary in 
order to achieve further improvements in the design and 
interpretation of experiments, in view of the manifold practical 
applications in spintronics, random access memory 
technology, and so on. 
During the last decade, various analytical and numerical 
approaches to the study of STT effects in the thermally 
assisted magnetization reversal (or switching) time in 
nanoscale ferromagnets have been developed [6,7,12-26]. 
Their objective being to generalize methods originally 
developed for zero STT [12,27-32] such as stochastic 
dynamics simulations (e.g., Refs. [21-25]) and extensions to 
spin Hamiltonians of the mean first passage time (MFPT) 
method (e.g., Refs. [16] and [17]) in the Kramers escape rate 
theory [33,34]. However, unlike zero STT substantial progress 
in escape rate theory including STT effects has so far been 
achieved only in the limit of very low damping (VLD), 
corresponding to vanishingly small values of the damping 
parameter   in the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert-Slonczewski 
equation (see Eq. (5) below). Here the pronounced time 
separation between fast precessional and slow energy changes 
in lightly damped closed phase space trajectories (called 
Stoner-Wohlfarth orbits) has been exploited in Refs. 
[7,14,16,17] to formulate a one-dimensional Fokker-Planck 
equation for the energy distribution function which may be 
solved by quadratures. This equation is essentially similar to 
that derived by Kramers [33] in treating the VLD noise-
activated escape rate of a point Brownian particle from a 
potential well although the Hamiltonian of the magnetic 
problem is no longer separable and additive and the barrier 
height is now STT dependent. The Stoner-Wohlfarth orbits 
and steady precession along such an orbit of constant energy 
occur if the spin-torque is strong enough to cancel out the 
dissipative torque. The origin of the orbits arises from the 
bistable (or, indeed, in general multistable) structure of the 
anisotropy potential. This structure allows one to define a 
nonconservative “effective” potential with damping- and 
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current-dependent potential barriers between stationary self-
oscillatory states of the magnetization, thereby permitting one 
to estimate the reversal (switching) time between these states. 
The magnetization reversal time in the VLD limit is then 
evaluated [16,17,35] both for zero and nonzero STT. In 
particular, for nonzero STT, the VLD reversal time has been 
evaluated analytically in Refs. [16,17]. Here it has been shown 
that in the high barrier limit, an asymptotic equation for the 
VLD magnetization reversal time from a single well in the 
presence of the STT is given by  
 VLD
TST
1
CE
S




. (1) 
In Eq. (1),   is the damping parameter arising from the 
surroundings, TST
A
E
Ef e
   is the escape rate rendered by 
transition state theory (TST) which ignores effects due to the 
loss of spins at the barrier [34], 
AE
f  is the well precession 
frequency, E  is the damping and spin-polarized-current 
dependent effective energy barrier, and 
CE
S  is the 
dimensionless action at the saddle point C (the action is given 
by Eq. (13) below). 
The most essential feature of the results obtained in Refs. 
[16,17,35] and how they pertain to this paper is that they apply 
at VLD only where the inequality 1
CE
S   holds meaning 
that the energy loss per cycle of the almost periodic motion at 
the critical energy is much less than the thermal energy. 
Unfortunately for typical values of the material parameters 
CE
S  may be very high ( 310 ), meaning that this inequality 
can be fulfilled only for 0.001  . In addition, both 
experimental and theoretical estimates suggest higher values 
of  of the order of 0.001-0.1 (see, e.g., Refs. [6,36-38]), 
implying that the VLD asymptotic results are no longer valid 
as they will now differ substantially from the true value of the 
reversal time. These considerations suggest that the 
asymptotic calculations for STT should be extended to include 
both the VLD and intermediate damping (ID) regions. This is 
our primary objective here. Now like point Brownian particles 
which are governed by a separable and additive Hamiltonian, 
in the escape rate problem as it pertains to magnetic moments 
of nanoparticles, three regimes of damping appear [12,33,34]. 
These are (i) very low damping ( 1)
CE
S  , (ii) intermediate-
to-high damping (IHD) ( 1)
CE
S  , and (iii) a more or less 
critically damped turnover regime ( ~1)
CE
S . Also, Kramers 
[33] obtained his now-famous VLD and IHD escape rate 
formulas for point Brownian particles by assuming in both 
cases that the energy barrier is much greater than the thermal 
energy so that the concept of an escape rate applies. He 
mentioned, however, that he could not find a general method 
of attack in order to obtain an escape rate formula valid for 
any damping regime. This problem, namely the Kramers 
turnover, was initially solved by Mel’nikov and Meshkov 
[39]. They obtained an escape rate that is valid for all values 
of the damping by a semi heuristic argument, thus constituting 
a solution of the Kramers turnover problem for point particles. 
Later, Grabert [40] and Pollak et al. [41] have presented by 
using a coupled oscillator model of the thermal bath, a 
complete solution of the Kramers turnover problem and have 
shown that the turnover escape rate formula can be obtained 
without the ad hoc interpolation between the VLD and IHD 
regimes as used by Mel’nikov and Meshkov. Finally, Coffey 
et al. [42,43] have shown for classical spins that at zero STT, 
the magnetization reversal time for values of damping up to 
intermediate values, 1,   can also be evaluated via the 
turnover formula for the escape rate bridging the VLD and ID 
escape rates, namely,  
 
TST
1
( )
CE
A S




, (2) 
where ( )A z  is the so-called depopulation factor, namely [39-
42] 
 
 2
2
0
ln 1 exp[ ( 1/4)]1
1/4
( )
z
d
A z e


 
   

 . (3) 
Now the ID reversal time (or the lower bound of the reversal 
time) may always be evaluated via TST as [32,34] 
 ID
TST
1
 

. (4) 
Therefore because ( )
C CE E
A S S   is the energy loss per 
cycle at the critical energy 0
CE
S   [39] (i.e., in the VLD 
limit), Eq. (2) transparently reduces to the VLD Kramers 
result, Eq. (1). Moreover in the ID range, where ( ) 1
CE
A S  , 
Eq. (2) reduces to the TST Eq. (4). Nevertheless in the high 
barrier limit 1,
CE
S     given by Eq. (2) can substantially 
deviate in the damping range 0.001 1   both from ID , 
Eq. (4), and VLD , Eq. (1). Now, the approach of Coffey et al. 
[42,43] generalizing the Kramers turnover results to classical 
spins (nanomagnets) was developed for zero STT, 
nevertheless, it can also be used to account for STT effects. 
Here we shall extend the zero STT results of Refs. 
[14,16,17,39-42] treating the damping dependence of STT 
effects in the magnetization reversal of nanoscaled 
ferromagnets via escape rate theory in the most important 
range of damping comprising the VLD and ID ranges, 1.    
II. MODEL 
The object of our study is the role played by STT effects in the 
thermally assisted magnetization reversal using an adaptation 
of the theory of thermal fluctuations in nanomagnets 
developed in the seminal works of Néel [27] and Brown 
[28,29]. The Néel-Brown theory is effectively an adaptation of 
the Kramers theory [33,34] originally given for point 
Brownian particles to magnetization relaxation governed by a 
gyromagnetic-like equation which is taken as the Langevin 
equation of the process. Hence, the verification of that theory 
in the pure (i.e., without STT) nanomagnet context nicely 
illustrates the Kramers conception of a thermal relaxation 
process as escape over a potential barrier arising from the 
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shuttling action of the Brownian motion. However, it should 
be recalled throughout that unlike nanomagnets at zero STT 
(where the giant spin escape rate theory may be effectively 
regarded as fully developed), devices based on STT, due to the 
injection of the spin-polarized current, invariably represent an 
open system in an out-of-equilibrium steady state. This is in 
marked contrast to the conventional steady state of 
nanostructures characterized by the Boltzmann equilibrium 
distribution that arises when STT is omitted.  Hence both the 
governing Fokker-Planck and Langevin equations and the 
escape rate theory based on these must be modified.  
To facilitate our discussion, we first describe a schematic 
model of the STT effect. The archetypal model (Fig. 1 (a)) of 
a STT device is a nanostructure comprising two magnetic 
strata labeled the free and fixed layers and a nonmagnetic 
conducting spacer. The fixed layer is much more strongly 
pinned along its orientation than the free one. If an electric 
current is passsed through the fixed layer it becomes spin-
polarized. Thus, the current, as it encounters the free layer, 
induces a STT. Hence, the magnetization M  of the free layer 
is altered. Both ferromagnetic layers are assumed to be 
uniformly magnetized [3,6]. Although this giant coherent spin 
approximation cannot explain all observations of the 
magnetization dynamics in spin-torque systems, nevertheless 
many qualitative features needed to interpret experimental 
data are satisfactorily reproduced. Indeed, the current-induced 
magnetization dynamics in the free layer may be described by 
the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert-Slonczewski equation including 
thermal fluctuations, i.e., the usual Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert 
equation [44] including STT, however augmented by a 
random magnetic field ( )tη  which is regarded as white noise. 
Hence it now becomes a magnetic Langevin equation 
[3,6,7,12], viz., 
      S                u u H η u u u u I . (5) 
Here / SMu M  is the unit vector directed along M , SM  is 
the saturation magnetization, and  is the gyromagnetic-type 
constant. The effective magnetic field H  comprising the 
anisotropy and external applied fields is defined as 
 
0 S
kT E
v M

 

H
u
. (6) 
Here E is the normalized free energy density of the free layer 
constituting a conservative potential, v  is the free layer 
volume, 
7 2 1
0 4 10 JA m
     in SI units, and kT  is the 
thermal energy. For purposes of illustration, we shall take 
, )(E    in the standard form of superimposed easy-plane and 
in-plane easy-axis anisotropies plus the Zeeman term due to 
the applied magnetic field 
0H  [45] (in our notation): 
 
2 2 2
, ) sin cos sin cos )( ( 2cos hE          . (7) 
In Eq. (7)  and  are the polar and azimuthal angles in the 
usual spherical polar coordinate system, 0 S/ (2 )h H M D  
and 2
0 S / ( )v M D kT   are the external field and anisotropy 
parameters, / 1D D    is the biaxiality parameter 
characterized by D  and D  thereby encompassing both 
demagnetizing and magnetocrystalline anisotropy effects 
(since   and   are determined by both the volume and the 
thickness of the free layer, their numerical values may vary 
through a very large range, in particular, they can be very 
large, > 100 [45]). The form of Eq. (7) implies that both the 
applied field 
0H  and the unit vector Pe  identifying the 
magnetization direction in the fixed layer are directed along 
the easy X-axis (see Fig. 1(a)). In general, ,( )E    as 
rendered by Eq. (7) has two equivalent saddle points C and 
two nonequivalent wells at A

 and A

 (see Fig.1(b)). Finally, 
the STT induced field 
SI  is given by  
 
0
S
S
kT
v M



I
u
, (8) 
where   is the normalized nonconservative potential due to 
the spin-polarized current, which in its simplest form is 
  ( , ) PJ   e u . (9) 
In Eq. (9), ( )PJ b I e kT  is the dimensionless STT 
parameter, I is the spin-polarized current regarded as positive 
if electrons flow from the free into the fixed layer, e is the 
electronic charge,  is Planck’s reduced constant, and 
Pb  is a 
parameter determined by the spin polarization factor P  [1]. 
Accompanying the magnetic Langevin equation (5) (i.e., the 
stochastic differential equation of the random magnetization 
process), one has the Fokker-Planck equation for the evolution 
of the associated probability density function ( , , )W t   of 
orientations of M  on the unit sphere, viz., [6,12,16] 
 
X 
e 
 
 u 
Z 
Y M  
 
easy axis 
H0  
fixed layer 
free layer  I 
eP 
(a) 
  
 
 
       (b) 
 
Fig. 1. (a) Geometry of the problem: A STT device consists of two 
ferromagnetic strata labelled the free and fixed layers, respectively, and a 
normal conducting spacer all sandwiched on a pillar between two ohmic 
contacts [3,6]. Here I is the spin-polarized current, M is the magnetization of 
the free layer, H0 is the dc bias magnetic field. The magnetization of the 
fixed layer is directed along the unit vector eP. (b) Free energy potential of 
the free layer presented in the standard form of superimposed easy-plane and 
in-plane easy-axis anisotropies, Eq. (7), at  = 20 and h = 0.2.  
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 FPL
W
W
t



, (10) 
where 
FPL  is the Fokker-Planck operator in phase space 
( , )   defined via [6,12,26] 
 
1
N
1
1 1
FP
1 ( )
L sin
2 sin
1 ( ) 1
sin sin
( ) ( )
sin
W E
W W
E W
E E
W

   
    

 



 


 
     
   
   
    
  
  



  

   
  
 

  
 (11) 
and 0N
1
S ( ) / (2 )v M kT   
   is the free diffusion time 
of the magnetic moment. If 0=  (zero STT), Eq. (10) 
becomes the original Fokker-Planck equation derived by 
Brown [33] for magnetic nanoparticles. 
III. ESCAPE RATES AND REVERSAL TIME IN THE DAMPING 
RANGE 1   
The magnetization reversal time can be calculated exactly by 
evaluating the smallest nonvanishing eigenvalue 
1  of the 
Fokker-Planck operator LFP in Eq. (10) [32,34,42]. Thus 1  is 
the inverse of the longest relaxation time of the magnetization 
11/  , which is usually associated with the reversal time. 
In the manner of zero STT [42,43], the calculation of 
1  can 
be approximately accomplished using the Mel’nikov-Meshkov 
formalism [39]. This relies on the fact that in the high barrier 
and underdamped limits, one may rewrite the Fokker-Planck 
equation, Eq. (10), as an energy-action diffusion equation. 
This in turn is very similar to that for translating point 
Brownian particles moving along the x-axis in an external 
potential V(x) [7,17,42]. In the underdamped case, which is the 
range of interest, for the escape of spins from a single 
potential well with a minimum at a point A of the 
magnetocristalline anisotropy over a single saddle point C, the 
energy distribution function ( )W E  for magnetic moments 
precessing in the potential well can then be found via an 
integral equation [42], which can be solved for ( )W E  by the 
Wiener–Hopf method. Then, the flux-over-population method 
[33,34] yields the decay (escape) rate as 
1 /C AJ N
  . Here 
constCJ   is the probability current density over the saddle 
point and ( )
C
A
E
A
E
N W E dE   is the well population while the 
escape rate is rendered as the product of the depopulation 
factor ( ),
CE
A S  Eq. (3), and the TST escape rate 
TST
A
E
Ef e
  . In the preceding equation E  is the effective 
spin-polarized current dependent energy barrier given by  
 
1
A
C
C
E
EE
A
EV dEE E E
S
     , (12) 
where 
AE  is the energy at the bottom of the potential well, 
CE  is the energy at the saddle point, and the dimensionless 
action 
ES  and the dimensionless work EV  done by the STT 
are defined as [7,17] 
 E
E
dS
E   
    


 u uu
, (13) 
 
E
E dV
 
  
 
  
 
 u uu
, (14) 
respectively. The contour integrals in Eqs. (13) and (14) are 
taken along the energy trajectory constE   and are to be 
evaluated in the vanishing damping sense. 
For the bistable potential, Eq. (7), having two nonequivalent 
wells A

 and A

 with minima ( 1 2 )E h    at 0
A
    
and 
A
   , respectively, and two equivalent saddle points C 
with 
2
CE h  at cos C h    (see Fig. 1(b)) we see that two 
wells and two escape routes over two saddle points are 
involved in the relaxation process. Thus, a finite probability 
for the magnetic dipole to return to the initial well having 
already visited the second one exists. This possibility cannot 
be ignored in the underdamped regime because then the 
magnetic dipole having entered the second well loses its 
energy so slowly that even after several precessions, thermal 
fluctuations may still reverse it back over the potential barrier. 
In such a situation, on applying the Mel’nikov-Meshkov 
formalism [39] to the free energy potential, Eq. (7), and the 
nonconservative potential, Eq. (9), the energy distribution 
functions ( )W E  and ( )W E  for magnetic moments 
precessing in the two potential wells can then be found by 
solving two coupled integral equations for ( )W E  and 
( )W E . These then yield the depopulation factor 
,( )
C CE E
A S S    via the Mel’nikov-Meshkov formula for two 
wells, viz., [39] 
 
( ) ( )
(
( )
, ) C C
C C
C C
E E
E E
E E
A S A S
A S S
A S S
 
 
 
 
 
 
 .  
Here ( )A z  is the depopulation factor for a single well 
introduced in accordance with Eq. (3) above while 
CE
S   are the 
dimensionless actions at the energy saddle points for two 
wells. These are to be calculated via Eq. (13) by integrating 
along the energy trajectories CE E
  between two saddle 
points and are explicitly given by  
     
2
3/2
1 2
2 1
1 2
(1 )
(1
(1 2 a
4
(1
rct
)
) 1
an)(1 )
) 1(1
C
C
E
E
h
h h
h
E
S
h
d
h
h
 








   
      
 

 
  
   
  




 u uu
 (15) 
(at zero dc bias field, h = 0, these simplify to 
C CE E
S S   
4  ). Furthermore, the overall TST escape rate TST  for 
a bistable potential, Eq.(7), is estimated via the individual 
escape rates 
TST
  from each of the two wells as  
  
TST TSTTST 2 .E Ef fe e
    
 
       (16) 
In Eq. (16), the factor 2 occurs because two magnetization 
escape routes from each well over the two saddle points exist, 
while E
  are the effective spin-polarized current dependent 
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barrier heights for two wells (explicit equations for E
  are 
derived in Appendix A). In addition  
 
0
1
(1 )(1 )
2
f h h

      (17) 
are the corresponding well precession frequencies, where 
 
1
0 S2 M D 

  is a precession time constant. Thus, the 
decay rate 1   becomes  
2
2
(1 ) ( , )
1
0
(1 ) ( , )
(1 )(1 )
(
( ) ( )
( )
,1 )(1 )
C C
C C
J
h F hE E
E E
J
h F h
A S A S
A
h h e
h h
S
e
S
 

 

 


 
 


 







 
  



 
 


 

(18) 
where both the functions ( , )F h  occurring in each 
exponential are given by the analytical formula: 
  
2 2
2
1
1 2
2 1 1 2
(1 ) (1
( , ) 1
2 2 2 (1
(12
1 arctan
(1
)(1 )
)
) 1
)(1 ) 1(1 )
h h
F h
h h h
h hh
h h h
  

 

 




 
  
  
  
 
      





  
 (19) 
and  0.38 is a numerical parameter (see Eq. (A.6), etc. in 
Appendix A). For zero STT, J = 0, Eq. (18) reduces to the 
known results of the Néel-Brown theory [32,43] for classical 
magnetic moments with superimposed easy-plane and in-plane 
easy-axis anisotropies plus the Zeeman term due to the applied 
magnetic field. In contrast to zero STT, for normalized spin 
currents J  0,  depends on   not only through the 
depopulation factors ( )
CE
A S   but also through the spin-
polarized current dependent effective barrier heights E
 . 
This is so because parts of the arguments of the exponentials 
in Eq. (18) , namely Eq. (19), are markedly dependent on the 
ratio /J   and the dc bias field parameter. The turnover Eq. 
(18) also yields an asymptotic estimate for the inverse of the 
smallest nonvanishing eigenvalue of the Fokker-Planck 
operator 
FPL  in Eq. (10). In addition, one may estimate two 
individual reversal times, namely,    from the deeper well 
around the energy minimum at 0A   and    from the 
shallow well around the energy minimum at 
A    (see Fig. 
1(b)) as 
 
2(1 ) ( , )
02
( ) (1 )(1 )
C
J
h F h
E
e
A S h h
 


 

 

  
. (20) 
The individual times are in general unequal, i.e.,    . In 
deriving Eqs. (18) and (20), all terms of order 2 2, , ,J J   etc. 
are neglected. This hypothesis is true only for the 
underdamped regime, α < 1, and weak spin-polarized currents, 
J<<1. (Despite these restrictions as we will see below Eqs. 
(18) and (20) still yield accurate estimates for   for much 
higher values of J). Now,   can also be calculated 
numerically via the method of statistical moments developed 
in Ref. [26] whereby the solution of the Fokker-Planck 
equation (10) in configuration space is reduced to the task of 
solving an infinite hierarchy of differential-recurrence 
equations for the averaged spherical harmonics ( , ) ( )lmY t   
governing the magnetization relaxation. (The ( , )lmY    are the 
spherical harmonics [46], and the angular brackets denote the 
statistical averaging). Thus one can evaluate   numerically 
via 
1  of the Fokker-Planck operator LFP in Eq. (10) by using 
matrix continued fractions as described in Ref. [47]. We 
remark that the ranges of applicability of the escape rate 
theory and the matrix continued-fraction method are in a sense 
complementary because escape rate theory cannot be used for 
low potential barriers, 3E  , while the matrix continued-
fraction method encounters substantial computational 
difficulties for very high potential barriers 25E   in the 
VLD range, 410  . Thus, in the foregoing sense, numerical 
methods and escape rate theory are very useful for the 
determination of τ for low and very high potential barriers, 
respectively. Nevertheless, in certain (wide) ranges of model 
parameters both methods yield accurate results for the reversal 
time (here these ranges are 5 30, 3,     and 410  ). 
Then the numerically exact benchmark solution provided by 
the matrix continued fraction method allows one to test the 
accuracy of the analytical escape rate equations given above. 
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Throughout the calculations, the anisotropy and spin-
polarization parameters will be taken as 0.034D  , 20  , 
and 0.3P   ( 0.3 0.4P    are typical of ferromagnetic 
metals) just as in Ref. 6. Thus for 
5 1 1mA s. 10 ,2 2     
300T  K , 24~10v 
3m , and a current density of the order 
of 7~10 2A cm  in a 3 nm thick layer of cobalt with 
6 1
S 11. Am04M
 , we have the following estimates for the 
anisotropy (or inverse temperature) parameter 20.2  , 
characteristic time 1
0 S2( )M D 
 0.48 ps, and spin-
polarized current parameter ( ) ~1PJ b I e kT . In Figs. 2 
and 3, we compare  from the asymptotic escape rate Eq. (18) 
with 
1
1

 of the Fokker–Planck operator as calculated 
numerically via matrix continued fractions [26]. Apparently,  
as rendered by the turnover equation (18) and 
1
1

 both lie 
very close to each other in the high barrier limit, where the 
asymptotic Eq. (18) provides an accurate approximation 
to
1
1 .

 In Fig. 2,  is plotted as a function of   for various J. 
As far as STT effects are concerned they are governed by the 
ratio /J   so that by altering /J   the ensuing variation of  
may exceed several orders of magnitude (Fig. 2). Invariably 
for J << 1, which is a condition of applicability of the escape 
rate equations (1) and (18), STT effects on the magnetization 
relaxation are pronounced only at very low damping,  << 1. 
For 1  , i.e. high damping, STT influences the reversal 
process very weakly because the STT term in Eq. (5) is then 
small compared to the damping and random field terms. 
Furthermore,  may greatly exceed or, on the other hand, be 
very much less than the value for zero STT, i.e., J = 0 (see Fig. 
2). For example, as J decreases from positive values,   
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exponentially increases attaining a maximum at a critical 
value of the spin-polarized current and then smoothly switches 
over to exponential decrease as J  is further increased 
through negative values of J [26]. Now, the temperature, 
external d.c. bias field, and damping dependence of  can 
readily be understood in terms of the effective potential 
barriers E
  in Eq. (18). For example, for 5,   the 
temperature dependence of  has the customary Arrhenius 
behavior ~ ,Ee
  where E
 , Eq. (19), is markedly 
dependent on /J   (see Fig. 3a). Furthermore, the slope of 
1( )T   significantly decreases as the dc bias field parameter h 
increases due to lowering of the barrier height E
  owing to 
the action of the external field (see Fig. 3b). Now, although 
the range of applicability of Eqs. (18) and (20) is ostensibly 
confined to weak spin-polarized currents, J << 1, they can still 
yield accurate estimates for the reversal time for much higher 
values of J far exceeding this condition (see Fig. 3a).  
Thus, the turnover formula for , Eqs. (18) and (20), 
bridging the Kramers VLD and ID escape rates as a function 
of the damping parameter for point particles [35,39-41] as 
extended by Coffey et al. [42,43] to the magnetization 
relaxation in nanoscale ferromagnets allows us (via the further 
extension to include STT embodied in Eq. (18)) to accurately 
evaluate STT effects in the magnetization reversal time of a 
nanomagnet driven by spin-polarized current in the highly 
relevant ID to VLD damping range. This (underdamped) range 
is characterized by 1   and the asymptotic escape rates are 
in complete agreement with independent numerical results 
[17]. Two particular merits of the escape rate equations for the 
reversal time are that (i) they are relatively simple (i.e., 
expressed via elementary functions) and (ii) that they can be 
used in those parameter ranges, where numerical methods 
(such as matrix continued fractions [17]) may be no longer 
applicable, e.g., for very high barriers, 25E  . Hence, one 
may conclude that the damping dependence of the 
magnetization reversal time is very marked in the 
underdamped regime 1  , a fact which may be very 
significant in interpreting many STT experiments. 
V. APPENDIX A: CALCULATION OF ( , )F h  IN EQ. (19) 
For the bistable potential given by Eq. (7), and the 
nonconservative potential, Eq. (9), the spin-polarized current 
dependent effective barrier heights E
  for each of the two 
wells are given by (cf. Eq. (12)) 
 
2 1(1 ) ( , )h J FE h     , (A.1) 
where  
 ( , )
C
A
V
F h
S
d



 




  , (A.2) 
with /E  , / 1 2A AE h 
    , 2/C CE h   . The 
dimensionless action S

 and the dimensionless work done by 
the STT V

 for the deeper well can be calculated analytically 
via elliptic integrals as described in detail in Ref. [17] yielding 
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1
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 (A.3) 
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Fig. 2. Reversal time 
0/   vs the damping parameter   for various values 
of the spin-polarized current parameter J. Solid lines: numerical calculations 
of the inverse of the smallest nonvanishing eigenvalue 
1
0 1( ) 

 of the 
Fokker–Planck operator, Eq. (11). Asterisks: the turnover formula, Eq. (18). 
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Fig. 3. Reversal time 
0/   vs. the anisotropy (inverse temperature) 
parameter  for various spin-polarized currents J (a) and dc bias field 
parameters h (b). Solid lines: numerical solution for the inverse of the 
smallest nonvanishing eigenvalue 
1
0 1( ) 

of the Fokker–Planck operator, 
Eq. (11). Asterisks: Eq. (18). 
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where  
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, 
2
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e
p p
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


   , 
( )K m , ( )E m , and ( | )a m  are the complete elliptic integrals 
of the first, second, and third kinds, respectively [48], and f

 
is the precession frequency in the deeper well at a given 
energy, namely, 
 
0
( 1)(1
( )
)(1 )
8
p e e
f
K m





 
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 . (A.5) 
The quantities S

, V

, and f

 for the shallower well are 
obtained simply by replacing the dc bias field parameter h  by 
h  in all the equations for S

, V

, and f

. We remark that 
S

 and V

 in Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) differ by a factor 2 from 
those given in Ref. [17]. This is so because S

 and V

 are 
now calculated between the saddle points and not over the 
precession period. When ( , ) C    , S

 in Eqs. (A.3) 
reduces to 
CE
S  , Eq. (15). 
In the parameter ranges 0 1h   and 1  , the integral in 
Eq. (A.2) can be accurately evaluated analytically using an 
interpolation function for /V S 
 
 between the two limiting 
values /
A A
V S 
   and /
C C
V S 
   at 1A h
    and 2C h  , 
namely 
 
1 1
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, (A.6) 
where  0.38 is an interpolation parameter yielding the best 
fit of /V S 
 
 in the interval .A C     These limiting 
values can be calculated from Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) yielding 
after tedious algebra: 
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Hence with Eqs. (A.2) and (A.6), we have a simple analytic 
formula for the current-dependent parts of the exponentials in 
Eq. (18) ( , )F h , viz. 
 2( , ) (1 ) CA
A C
VV
F h h
S S

 
   


 
      , (A.9) 
which yields Eq. (19). For zero dc bias field, 0h  , Eq. (A.9) 
becomes  
 
1
( ,0) ( ,0)
2 4 ( 1)
F F
 
 
  
    
 
. (A.10) 
The maximum relative deviation between the exact Eqs. (A.2) 
and approximate Eqs. (A.9) and (A.10) is less than 5% in the 
worst cases. 
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